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et me explain. To all the little piggies out there, I think there’s been a terrible misunderstanding. It’s true - I was

angry and I was quite hungry for I had been traveling quite some time. I sailed the seven seas and our crew ran into some
trouble our final two weeks. My boat docked right by your lovely little town. I smelled something like garbage stew, and
well, beggars can’t be choosers, so I sauntered up. Lo and behold - all these little piggies going about their business. Now,
full disclosure, I do like some nice rotisserie pork or even a carnitas street taco, but my doctor says my cholesterol is
through the roof! I’m basically a solid. So I’ve gone vegan, and pork is off the menu.
Now, I’m sure I looked a fright, but frankly, your town must work on it’s hospitality. I’ve already filed a complaint with
the tourism board. I was a hungry traveler and not just once was a door slammed in my face, but three times. At first I
thought, this isjust a rough part of town, what with all the straw houses. But even the pigs in the brick house would not let
me in. When I saw the steam coming from the chimney, I thought I had struck gold - surely they could spare just a little
bit of their stew. I mean, look at how fat those pigs were! I even sang a song from their front porches, “I want a pig that
will let me eat. I want a pig that will let me eat. I want a pig that will let me eat. Yummy, yummy, yummy, yummy, mm,
mm, mm, mmmmm.” But no, no one would let me in.
Of course, after I burned my tail in the stew, it was all smiles. They must have realized I’m not a bad guy. Just look at all
those pictures I took with those piggies on Facebook. Seriously, the evidence is all over social media! And, thank you
Mr. Williams for the opportunity to use your
page in the newsletter to get my message out. My
reputation has taken quite a hit lately and I
needed the truth to be told. The good news, in
case you were wondering, is my cholesterol is
dropping towards normal ranges. My doctor
thinks I should be able to enjoy a full menu of
optionsjust in time for Thanksgiving next year.

- The Big Not-So-Bad Wolf

“Opportunity is missed by most people because it is dressed in overalls and looks like work”

Hello All,
I hope you had a great Thanksgiving break and I wish you an early MERRY CHRISTMAS!
There is nothing like letting work go, stress falling off, and enjoying family and friends. For
those of you who like to work more than anything else, after a good rest, I hope getting back into
the daily routines of business after your break was a joy. How would you assess the success of
the break? Probably with a lot more detail or, perhaps, different categories. This is, in a sense,
the way we look at student assessment.
I categorized my observation for success for the break as letting work go, stress falling off from
the job, and enjoying family and friends. If these categories did not fit, I added going back to
work as the greater of the joys. You could probably add more categories such as food, travel,
money spent, and so on if that described with better accuracy your success. If I was using a
narrow view of the break to measure its success such as ’letting work go’ and I worked over the
break, then my assessment of the break would be in the failure range. I would miss the value of
stress falling off and enjoying family and friends. If I included those categories, then the
assessment would give an assessment more like ”worked some, good relaxing time at home and
a great time visiting family and friends”. Now we are showing areas of success and an area to
improve. Here at Village Tech we not only assess students academically but with other
categories we feel are important to their growth. We assess students in the Technical area,
Academic area, Professional area, and Social/ Emotional area (TAPE). Assessing students in the Technical
area includes assessing the methods or knowledge of a subject, or job, and the practical skills used in a
particular activity. An example would be assessing the supporting skills and knowledge for Academic,
Professional and Social/Emotional success.
Assessing the students in the Academic area is the most common way for schools to measure
student growth. With the Mastery-based Grading, students here at VT are assessed on their skill
level in the academics. We use alpha characters instead of numeric to better reflect the level of
skill demonstrated. We also grade the skill demonstrated as opposed to taking an average of test
scores to determine growth. Students are assessed in the Professional area like you would expect to see in
others that are labeled a professional. We assess the behavior, methods, and knowledge that skilled and
trained people demonstrate.
Lastly, we assess the Social and Emotional development of students. Social-emotional
development includes the child’s experience, expression, and management of emotions and the
ability to establish positive and rewarding relationships with others. We measure the child’s
ability to understand the feelings of others, control his or her own feelings and behaviors, get
along with other children, and build relationships with adults as we work together here at VT.
Look at the Rubrics that come home from your teacher. There are many examples of the way we
assess students using TAPE in them. Using TAPE gives us a better look at the strengths and
weaknesses of students as we work and grow together in this environment. TAPE requires students,
parents, staff, and community to work together in a student’s growth process to attain
the ideal future we are wanting our students to lead.

Robert Johansen
Assistant Superintendent

“Character first…then everything else”
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Organic Painting
Kayla Compton, Forge Teacher
Before Thanksgiving break, first and sixth grade got
the opportunity to explore working together in the
Forge through creating paintings using only
vegetables to make patterns, mix colors using just
the primary colors, and gain a new grade level
buddy. Sixth grade used their reading of “Seedfolks”
to spark this idea, and first grade was coming off of
performing Turkey Trouble Live where they got to
talk a lot about different vegetables and gardens, so
we thought it would be the perfect partnership! Not
only was it a fun experience, but both grade levels
were able to practice interview skills and build
empathy through working with another grade level.
We have heard from most of the students (from the
littles to the bigs) that they want to see their buddy
again soon, so the first and sixth grade teams are
looking forward to another partnership this year.
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Elementary Spotlight
Hannah Sargent, and the 2nd Grade Team

In Forge, second grade students have been discussing ways
in which they can show compassion to others within their
community. We started this process by defining what
compassion means, sharing experiences and feelings when
our students have personally received compassion from
others, and ideating who our students can serve by showing
compassion. Our first iteration in showing compassion began
with students designing and creating handmade
personalized cards with cheerful messages for others in
need. As a result, second graders then came up with the
idea to have a Compassion Workshop in Forge. Students
are planning to make small stuffed animals and compliment
boxes in this workshop that we will then donate.
The first Compassion Workshops will take place on Monday,
Dec 3 and Monday, Dec 10th, from 11:45 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.
We are asking the Village for help in the following ways:
·
If you sew, we will provide the pattern and material
(we've even cut it for you!)
·
If you have have any soft fleece-like material, we are
accepting fabric donations
·
If you'd like to join us to help during a Workshop, please
complete a VT Volunteer form and let us know
For those of you that are interested, please contact Ms.
S m o t h e r s , t h e 2 n d g r a d e F o r g e I n s t r u c t o r,
at ssmothers@villagetechschools.org or 972-454-0552 with
your NAME, PHONE NUMBER/EMAIL. We are excited to
continue to synergize through the design thinking process
and show compassion to others in our community!
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The Piggy Opera
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Amy Weatherford
Kindergarten Teacher

Kindergarten performed our 5th annual "The Three Piggy Opera.” This is our annual event we have every year
before the Thanksgiving holiday. In Kindergarten we learn about fairy tales, folktales and fables. "The Three Piggy
Opera" is a wonderful way for kindergarten age students to perform and retail the story of a fairly tale.
The students work very hard for several weeks to prepare for our fist Presentation of Learning. They had a
wonderful time and did a magnificent job, we could not be more proud of them!

Turkey Trouble LIVE & Sewing With PreK

Our fantastic first graders gave a stellar
performance in the very FIRST production of
Turkey Trouble, Live.
After reading the book
Turkey Trouble, the students wanted to show off
the disguises they would choose to dress in if they
were a turkey trying to escape becoming
Thanksgiving dinner.
These incognito turkeys
charmed the audience with original dance moves,
which included shaking their drum sticks to the
beat of Hip Hop Turkey! The final exclamation
point to end the show was the announcement of a
First Grade Garden coming soon!

Amy Jameson
Forge Teacher

Our Pre-K squids
are
truly
a
squidtastic group!
After exploring
textures with their
sense of sight and
their sense of
touch, they fell in
love with some of
the materials they
explored and
wanted more. They
expressed an
interest in having
those textures as
part of their day to
day classroom and
came up with the
idea
all
by
themselves to
create pillows.
There was only one
thing to do. It was
time to make some pillows! Yes, our pre-k students, with a
little guidance for safety, sewed and stuffed pillows. As they
would say, "We did it all by ourselves!!!" Yes, they did! These
texture pillows are now part of their classroom and provide a
sensory outlet to sooth them, from their fingertips to their
precious hearts!
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Fall Showcase
The Village Tech Pearls and Pearlettes will
host a Fall Showcase on December 18 at
6:00 in the evening in the Great Room
on our campus.
Tickets are $10, and can be bought from
any dancer or Mrs. Wilson in Building 15
until December 7. After that date, tickets
will be $15.

Welcome To The
Dojo
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Texas Charter School Athletic League
held their North Texas Regional Chess
Tournament here at Village Tech in
November. TCSAAL holds four regionals
in Texas before the State Tournament,
and Village Tech is proud and excited
that our facilities were able to be used
for the competition!
Congratulations to all of our Viper
Squids who competed!
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Day Wednesday

TCSAAL Chess Tournament
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Parent Connect
December 11, starting at 6:30
In the Great Room
Parent Connect is the 2nd Tuesday of every month.
On this Month’s Agenda:
- Readers are Leaders Literacy Night!
- Campus Representatives Elect will give a short
speech and invitation
- Parent Action Teams planning sessions: Holiday in
the Village and VT Dads
Sponsored by: Barnes and Noble, Cedar Hill

Students in Grades 3 - 8 are challenging
themselves in math by engaging in BELT TEST.
Students will take a test based on a unit or topic
such as Place Value or Geometry or Multiplication
or Linear Equations. There are a total of 12 tests.
Each test has a belt color. Students are allowed to
study and reattempt a test if they fail.
PLEASE encourage your child to earn all 12 belts!

Belt Color and Rank:
WHITE - YELLOW - ORANGE; LIGHT PINK DARK PINK - RED - BLUE - GREEN - GOLD BLACK - SILVER - PURPLE

Elizabeth Podany
Curriculum & Innovation Director

A complete athletic schedule can be found at Village Tech’s website under “Calendar”
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PSAT scores will be available on students www.collegeboard.com account on December 10th, 2018. We will be
reviewing scores in our daily Drop Everything and Lead (DEAL) time identifying strengths and weaknesses. Be
sure your student has a www.collegeboard.com account set up before then to be able to access scores and
diagnostics.
As you may know, we call the Village Tech High School experience Odyssey. It is a process of growing and
learning in our four areas of capacity building:

(T) Technical, (A) Academic, (P) Professional, (E) Emotional/

Social, or TAPE. Next semester, we will use the PSAT information along with other personality, career, and skill
assessments to:

•

Initiate (9th grade) - build clarity in passions or interests, learn self-management skills, begin building
internship ideas, identify academic strengths and weaknesses, learn how to target TAPE goals to achieve
the desired outcome.

•

Discover (10th grade) - build curiosity leading to independent investigation of colleges, careers, and other
post-secondary options, continue building internship ideas, learn networking skills, increase technical
skills, build workplace skills, gain experience in project management, practice collaboration skills, continue
to target TAPE goals to achieve the desired outcome.and measure academic growth.

•

Explore (11th grade) - continue to build a professional network, complete internship and college resumes,
perfect SHIELD site so they are ready for potential colleges and employers, practice interview skills, clarify
future goals, ensure a strong understanding of personality type and strengths and weaknesses, secure
and document a two-week internship, identify potential colleges/universities, register for and take the SAT
on April 4, 2018 (information forthcoming in January).

•

Summit (12th grade)- through our Senior Summit (self-defined capstone challenge) test project
management skills, place a strong emphasis on targeting college / career entry, continue to build a
professional network, as well as presentation, and technical skills, enhance personal work ethic, ensure a
clear understanding of integration of subjects, skills and the world, apply for at least 3 colleges/
universities, strategically practice to improve SAT scores.

If you have any questions or would like to meet to review your child’s personal academic strengths and
weaknesses, please contact me at lwhite@villagetechschools.org.
Non Completed
Submitted An Application To A 4-Year University

Non Completed
FAFSA Completion

13%

27%

73%

$170,000
In
Scholarships

87%

8
Enrolled in
Scholarship
Academy

Non Completed
College Acceptance

45%

55%
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Easy Homemade SLIME Recipe
•
•
•
•
•
•

3/4 cup all purpose flour
1/2 cup warm water
1 tablespoon cream of tartar
1/4 cup salt
1 teaspoon vegetable oil (optional)
1 packet Kool Aid mix (for coloring and for smell)

Directions:
In a bowl, mix flour, cream of tartar and salt. In a mixing cup, add warm water and Kool Aid mix. Stir until
completely dissolved. Add water to flour mixture and stir well. Set aside for about five minutes. Knead on a
floured surface until no longer sticky. Store in an airtight container or plastic bag for about 2 weeks.
*Have your child double or triple this recipe. OR have them teach you to make slime for 1 or 3.

Get Real With Math

Lori DeMoss
Pk-5th Grade Instructional Coordinator

“What can we do at home to help our child with math (or other academic subject)?”
This is a common question Village Tech teachers hear from parents. Here are some hands-on, practical ways
to help your child with math and/or science at home:
Money: Quarters and Nickels have changed in design in the last years, and sometimes play money (like the
kind we have at school) does not reflect that. Try this: have your child count the change in your pockets or in
your car. See if they can help make change at the store. If they find change in the couch, ask them how much
more it would take to make a dollar, etc.
Cooking: lots of math and science happens in the kitchen! Children need to experience mixing, measuring,
and watching the physical and chemical changes that happen when temperatures are increased or
decreased. Adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing fractions comes to life when doubling or halving
recipes. Understanding of solids, liquids, and gases is more clear while stirring soup on the stove. Measuring
with measuring spoons and cups - metric and standard measurements - is a huge math skill that is taught in
all grades, but making something “for real” in your kitchen with you is more memorable and meaningful, and
will help your child retain the knowledge so much better. Above is a homemade slime recipe to make with your
child.
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Comedy and
Tragedy Night

To Exceed You Must Read
Teachers are often asked, “how can I help my student do better in
school?” The answer is easy….reading! Reading, with fluency
and comprehension,, is the only content area that affects all other
content areas. Think about it. We read in Science, Social Studies,
and even Math! Of course your student is reading at school;
however, it is not enough. To be effective, lifelong readers and
learners, they need to be reading at home as well.
Benefits of at-home-reading
•
Children who read often and widely get better at it. Practice
makes perfect!
•
Reading exercises our brain. Reading is a main component
in every facet of life.
•
Reading teaches children about the world.
•
Reading improves vocabulary and language skills.
•
Reading develops a child’s imagination.
•
Reading helps children to develop empathy.
•
Reading is a great way to spend time together.
•
Children who read achieve better in school.
•
Kids that read for 20 minutes a day are exposed to 1.8
million words per year as opposed to children who read for
one minute a day and are exposed to 8,000 words per year!!
There is no wrong way to read at home, except not reading at
all! Here are some great ideas for reading time.
•
Independent, silent reading
•
Parents, read to your students. Yes! Even your big kids.!
•
Participate in a book club together (nothing fancy, just
reading the same book and talking about what you have
read.
•
Family reading time...all devices put away, gather in the
same room and everybody read!
•
Popcorn read--students read, then parents read--back and
forth
Choosing the right book is often the most difficult part of the
entire reading process. Don’t be intimidated. Jump right in
with these great ideas.
•
Student choice is always the best way. “By allowing and
encouraging students to read what they want, I also endorse
their culture and their interests--something that we do not do
enough in school,” Donalyn Miller, The Book Whisperer.
•
Know your child’s DRA reading level. Help them to pick a
book within their reading ability.
Questions to ask after reading
•
Open ended, higher level questions are always best.
•
What was your favorite part? Why?
•
Which character did you like best? Do they remind you of
anyone?
•
What was the most important part of the story? Why do you
think that?
•
If you could change something about the story, what would it
be?
Julie Boane
6th-12th Grade Instructional Coordinator
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Dec 13 - 7pm - $10 - 2 shows
Little Women and Game of Tiaras
Farr Best Theater in Downtown Mansfield

Tickets go on sale Dec 3
Seating is limited!
DO NOT MISS THIS SHOW!!!

Lets Get Digital, Digital
Looking for a way to help your child grow and
practice at home and on weekends (or during that
Christmas break)? Try IXL and Reading Eggs!

For Math and Reading, students in grades 1 - 9 have
access to www.ixl.com.

This is an immersive, adaptive

learning site that helps students make progress on their
TEKS. Simply look at your child’s report card and find the
areas they could still improve.
through those modules on IXL.

Then have them work
Are they struggling?

That’s ok. IXL is will try to help make the problems more
attainable.

Are they really struggling? Drop down one

grade level and gain some confidence and try again. Are
they really, really struggling? Make sure you inform your
child’s teacher. Is your child in Grade 8 Social Studies IXL will help them improve
ReadingEggs.com helps students in grades K - 2 become
confident readers by playing games, activities, and
completing lessons in reading and phonics. It has a
natural motivational tool so students can “game” their
reading progress. This is a great way to give your child
time on the computer, “game” reward time, and growth in
their confidence and abilities.
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Campus Counseling
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Victoria Taylor & Leah Colley,
Campus Counselors

At Village Tech, we are building a culture of kindness and character. This takes time, practice, and reinforcement of positive
behavior. By learning how to distinguish between rude, mean and bullying behavior, students are more equipped to respond
appropriately. Research shows that "bullying begins to escalate in upper elementary school." Improperly classifying rude
and mean behavior as bullying puts us at risk of becoming numb to the true seriousness of bullying. Awareness is the first
step to preventing rude, mean, and bullying behaviors. (Midgett, Doumas, & Trull, 2017)
Rude behavior is characterized as thoughtlessly or carelessly doing something that hurts someone else. Being rude is
usually spontaneous, accidental, and unplanned based on thoughtlessness, poor manners, and it is not meant to hurt
anyone. As adults, we may cut someone off in traffic. That is rude. For our children rude behavior would be considered
burping out loud, cutting in line, rolling their eyes, and talking while the teacher is talking, to name a few.
Mean behavior is purposely saying or doing something to hurt someone once or twice on purpose. Some examples of mean
behavior are making fun of what someone is wearing, insulting someone's intelligence, and not allowing a classmate to sit
with them at lunch. One of the main difference between rude and mean behavior is intention. Being rude is often
unintentional; being mean is intentional.
Rude and mean behavior over time can turn into bullying. Bullying is cruel behavior, done on purpose and repeated over
time, that involves and imbalance of power. The 3 P's involved with bullying are purpose, pattern, and power. Bullying is
done on purpose, there is a pattern, and it is all about power.
This coming month, we will be going into the classrooms to teach about the differences between rude, mean, and bullying
behavior to the students. Village Tech is here to create a culture of leaders who cultivate a community that cares for itself
and others.

Habit Two: Begin With The End In Mind "The secret to your future, lies in what you do today."
When designing a life, there are two creations. Dr.
Stephen Covey explains for Habit Two, we first make
a mental creation of what we want to do (known as a
vision or goal), then we get to the actual doing - the
physical creation. First we must understand our values
and choices (Be Proactive), then we must define what
we want, and finally set out, step by step, to achieve
the desired outcomes. This is what we Dr. Covey
calls, Beginning with the End in Mind. We want our
students to know their intentions and efforts, hard
work, knowledge, and skills are the steps to achieving
their goals and visions of a well-lived life. We also
want them to know that we all reach growth and
achievement because of the people who surround us.
Just like Village Tech Schools has a mission, each of
our classrooms have a class or grade level mission
each person is working to fulfill collectively. As well,
each individual student and staff has a personal
mission statement to keep us on direction with our
goals. I hope, you too, will consider creating your own
personal life mission or a family mission of how you
want to live this one life we are each given.

Kristina Quinn, PK-12 Director of
Culture + Character and Counseling

